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CEO’s welcome
Dear Friends and Supporters,
Welcome to our Summer Newsletter! 2016 is already proving to be a very
busy year for the ISPCA. In January, we launched our Strategic
Framework for 2016 – 2020 (see page 3). This framework sets out what
the ISPCA would like to achieve between now and 2020 and beyond. We
will concentrate our efforts on four animal welfare pillars: Enforcement
and Prevention; Rescue, Rehabilitation and Rehoming; Education and
Advocacy and Engagement. We believe that by focusing on these areas
we can have the greatest impact on animal welfare in Ireland.
In line with the Strategic Framework, enforcing the Animal Health and Welfare Act is one of our main priorities
in 2016 and with two new Inspectors recruited in September 2015 we will be able to deal with more cases of
animal cruelty. Last year, we initiated 35 prosecutions, nine of which were ﬁnalised in court with more due to
be ﬁnalised this year. In all nine prosecutions that came to court, the defendants pleaded guilty but we were
disappointed with the penalties imposed. In one case a woman who was ﬁlmed viciously kicking her dog was
ﬁned only €300. Penalties need to be sufﬁcient to deter others from causing unnecessary suffering to animals.
In our Manifesto for Animals published in advance of the general election earlier this year we called for
sentencing guidelines for the courts to ensure that adequate penalties are imposed for cases of animal cruelty.
Our eight Inspectors currently cover 17 counties – we aim to recruit more over the coming years and our
ambition is to be able to cover the whole of the country.
The ISPCA’s Manifesto for Animals outlined the key animal welfare issues in Ireland and listed the things we
would like to see the new government do to improve animal welfare. We will continue to lobby for improvements
to animal welfare over the coming years. One of the things we included in our Manifesto for Animals was a call
for a ban on the use of wild animals in circuses on animal welfare and ethical grounds. To achieve this, we
launched The Big Stop campaign calling for a ban on the use of wild animals in circuses (see page 8). Circuses
cannot provide a suitable environment for wild animals such as elephants and tigers. Constant travelling, loading
and unloading, handling, noise, lights and being forced to perform unnatural behaviours on a regular basis is not
acceptable in a modern Ireland. We believe that this outdated activity should be consigned to the history books.
As of 31st March it is now compulsory for all dogs in Ireland to be microchipped (see page 6). The ISPCA
welcomes this new legislation as it will allow owners to be reunited with their dogs if they get lost or stolen and
will hopefully result in fewer dogs straying and being brought to local authority dog pounds. Irresponsible dog
owners are more likely to change if they know they can be held
accountable for failing to look after their dog appropriately. If your dog is
Contents
not microchipped – get it chipped now.
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The ISPCA will continue to work hard in 2016 for those animals most in
need, those that have been abandoned, neglected or cruelly treated. Our
Inspectors will continue to rescue an ever increasing number of animals
and our staff and volunteers will ensure that these animals are given the
best possible chance of ﬁnd new, loving homes. We can only do this with
your help. By continuing to support our work you can make a difference
to the lives of thousands of animals across Ireland.
Best wishes,

Dr Andrew Kelly
ISPCA Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
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The ISPCA Launch
Strategic Framework 2016 – 2020
On 27th January 2016 the
ISPCA launched our Strategic
Framework 2016-2020, highlighting over 3,000 disturbing
incidences of animal cruelty
reported to our helpline in 2015.
The document was launched by
Minister Simon Coveney at the
Mansion House, Dublin, alongside the Lord Mayor of Dublin.

About the ISPCA
The Irish Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (ISPCA) is the largest
national animal welfare charity
and represents 20 afﬁliated
member societies. Together
the ISPCA and our members
rescue, care for and rehabilitate
thousands of animals every
year and responsibly rehome
them in loving new homes. Our
mission is to prevent cruelty to
animals, to promote animal
welfare and relieve animal
suffering in Ireland.

Speaking at the launch of our
vision for the next ﬁve years Chief
Executive Dr Andrew Kelly, said
“Cruelty to animals remains a sad
fact of life in this and other
countries and we continue to be
relentless in our mission to not
only reduce, but prevent, cruelty
to animals.
We have detailed key areas that
will help us achieve our goals in
our
Strategic
Framework
document 2016-2020, and I
would like to acknowledge the
of support of the Department of
Agriculture Food and the Marine,
our afﬁliated member societies
throughout Ireland, our staff,
volunteers and supporters.”
In 2015 the ISPCA recruited two
new Inspectors (now 8 overall) to
cover Waterford & South
Tipperary, and Limerick, bringing
the number of counties covered
by the ISPCA to 17, and
completed the successful rescue
of over 1,100 animals.
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Thank You
Barbara Bent
The ISPCA would like to thank
Barbara Bent for her many years
of dedication at commitment to
the ISPCA and animal welfare,
and wish her well on her
retirement.
Barbara
was
Chairperson of the ISPCA for over
nine years, as well as supervising
the ISPCA Equine Rescue Centre

in Mallow. We look forward to
working with her as she continues
on as Chairperson of the Waterford
SPCA, liaising with the new ISPCA
Inspector covering Waterford and
South Tipperary. Thank you
Barbara for all your years of
service, we wish you all the best!

ISPCA Inspector Michael Keane fights to save horse trapped in drain
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Join Team ISPCA on 6th June to
help make a difference for animals
in need. Rosanna said: “I am
passionate about animal welfare
and ﬁtness and I am always
delighted
to
support
the
ISPCA. Having a goal like the Vhi
Women’s Mini Marathon is a great
motivator to get ﬁt with your pets
and raise some vital funds for the
ISPCA at the same time." So dust
off your runners, join Team ISPCA
and walk, jog or run to get ﬁt with
your pets!
Rosanna also lent her support to
the ISPCA’s World Animal Week
Campaign, where we asked our
supporters to Join Our Fight to
#EndCruelty. You can add your
voice by using #EndCruelty on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to
talk about the animal issues that
matter to you.

Rosanna Davison
calls on ladies to join
Team ISPCA
ISPCA Ambassador Rosanna Davison joined us recently with
her own beloved dogs, Ted and Leo, to help encourage ladies
to join Team ISPCA for the Vhi Women’s Mini Marathon on
6th June!
registered charity number CHY5619. CRA number 20008734
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Wildlife Rescue
Beatrice and Ernie were taken in
by the ISPCA last winter after their
mother was scared away by a dog
and never returned for them.
Beatrice and Ernie were too small
and underweight to hibernate, so
they stayed at the ISPCA National
Animal Centre over last winter.
They were released this spring,
happy, healthy and ready for the
wild.

Microchipping is now a legal
requirement for all dogs
Microchipping is universally
recognised as the best way to
make
your
beloved
pet
permanently identiﬁable in the
event that they go missing.
Microchipping has been a legal
requirement for all puppies 12
weeks old since September
2015, and is a legal requirement
for all dogs as of 31st March
2016.
The microchip is about the size of
a grain of rice and is inserted
under the skin. The chip carries a
unique number which can be read
by an electronic scanner. You will
have to register your contact
details with the chip provider, and
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must be kept up to date if you
move or change your phone
number. You will also need to
obtain your certiﬁcate from the
microchip provider. Microchipping
can be carried out by a vet or
registered vet nurse, so contact
your local vet ofﬁce to make an
appointment.
During Microchipping Month the
ISPCA offered free microchipping
to OAPs and those on social
welfare and at a discounted rate for
everyone. This is a scheme the
ISPCA is rolling out across the
country in 2016, in conjunction
with our afﬁliated SPCAs and other
charity groups.

A juvenile swan was rescued by
the ISPCA after it crash landed on
a wet road. The swan was brought
to the ISPCA National Animal
Centre for assessment, and
received vet treatment for her
scraped wings and bruises.
Fortunately she had no serious
injuries and after a week in the
care of the ISPCA, she made a full
recovery and was released back
into the wild.
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ISPCA rescues six dogs locked in a crate
“The conditions these dogs were
kept in were completely
unacceptable,” said Inspector
Walsh. “The dogs would have
been extremely stressed and
uncomfortable sharing such a
small crate, but they also had no
access to food or water.”

The dogs were in extremely poor
condition and were surrendered to
the care of the ISPCA and
transferred to the National Animal
Centre in Keenagh, Co. Longford.
The dogs received the vet
treatment they needed and have
all been successfully rehomed.

ISPCA Inspector David Walsh
visited a property in Limerick city
following a call about dogs kept in
unsuitable living conditions.
Inspector Walsh discovered six
dogs conﬁned to a single crate
with no room to move or lie down
and no access to food or water.
A further three puppies were
discovered in another part of the
property.

Mountain pony abandoned
with overgrown hooves

ISPCA Inspector Kevin McGinley
responded to a call regarding a
pony abandoned in forestry in
Co. Donegal.
Inspector McGinley discovered a
mountain pony tied to a gate,
suffering with overgrown hooves
and having difﬁculty walking as a
result, which could be easily
prevented by regular equine hoof
care. The pony was removed and
transferred to the ISPCA National
Animal Centre for veterinary and
farrier attention. Fortunately, the
mountain pony, called Quinn,
made a full recovery and is now
ready for a new home. He is
available for fostering from the
ISPCA National Animal Centre.
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ISPCA launches The Big Stop camp
on the use of wild animals in circuse

The ISPCA launched The Big
Stop campaign calling for an
immediate, nationwide ban on
the use of wild animals in
circuses on animal welfare and
ethical grounds after it emerged
that two Dutch circuses
travelled to Ireland following a
the
by
introduced
ban
Netherlands.
The ISPCA is warning that Ireland
risks becoming a dumping ground
for wild animal circuses as more
and more EU countries introduce
bans on this outdated and cruel
practice. The ISPCA has
published a report, “Wild Animals
in Travelling Circuses”, which gives
an overview of the animal welfare
concerns associated with this
8
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out-dated practice. You can ﬁnd
the report on our website.
ISPCA CEO Dr. Andrew Kelly said,
“Despite many countries having
banned the use of wild animals in
circuses on animal welfare or
ethical grounds, Ireland still allows
this outdated practice to
continue. Travelling circuses are
no place for wild animals as they
simply cannot provide a suitable
environment for these animals.
Transported in cramped and
barren ‘beast-wagons’ around the
country, moving every few days
and then forcing them to perform
unnatural behaviours for human
‘entertainment’ should no longer
be permissible in the 21st
century. In recent years, circuses
registered charity number CHY5619. CRA number 20008734

aign calling for a ban
es
in Ireland have toured with
elephants, sea lions, tigers, lions,
camels, giraffes and other wild
animals, whose needs cannot be
adequately cared for. The ISPCA
believes it is time for Ireland to
consign this out-dated practice
to the history books and
introduce a complete ban without
any further delay.”

The use of wild animals in
circuses is also a public health
and safety issue, with elephants
escaping in 2012 in Cork, and
onlookers said it was a miracle
that nobody was seriously
harmed. A trainer was also
hospitalised a week later when
one of the elephants fell on top of
him, causing serious injuries.

You can help the ISPCA and support The Big Stop campaign by signing our petition,
calling for a complete ban on the use of wild animals in circuses on our website at
www.ispca.ie/the_big_stop_campaign
On our website you can also ﬁnd our Factsheet and the full report on the issues of wild animals
in circuses. Please join us and help #EndCruelty.
registered charity number CHY5619. CRA number 20008734
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ISPCA rescues
dangerously thin dogs
ISPCA Chief Inspector Conor
Dowling responded to a call
regarding two Jack Russell
Terriers. Inspector Dowling was
shocked to discover the dogs, a
mother and daughter, living in a
dirty garden and extremely
underweight.
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Chief Inspector Dowling said, “It
was immediately apparent that
both were severely malnourished,
all of their bones were visible
through their skin.”
The dogs, Daisy and Diva, were
surrendered to the care of the
ISPCA and transported for
immediate vet treatment, and

later transferred to the ISPCA
National Animal Centre for
rehabilitation and rehoming.
“I’m just glad that we got the call
in time,” added Chief Inspector
Dowling. “These dogs were in
such poor condition I’m not sure
how much longer they would
have survived.”
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Five puppies left for dead in a box

Five seven-week old puppies
were discovered discarded in a
box in North Cork. The puppies
presented
with
swollen
abdomens from parasite infestations and were very dull and
lethargic.
ISPCA Inspector Lisa O’Donovan
said, “It is disgraceful that
someone would abandon such

young little dogs when they are
so ill. Again here we see what
happens when breeding of dogs
is allowed by irresponsible,
careless owners. To imagine
someone allowed these puppies
to be weaned, and then cast them
aside in a ditch is inhumane.”
The puppies were initially brought
to the ISPCA Equine Rescue

registered charity number CHY5619. CRA number 20008734

Centre in Mallow, Co. Cork, for vet
assessment and treatment. Once
they were healthy enough, they
were transported to the ISPCA
National Animal Centre for
rehabilitation and rehoming. All of
the puppies have since been
successfully rehomed with loving
families where they will be treated
with the respect and adoration
they deserve.
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ISPCA Fundraising

Dr. Eva Orsmond and ISPCA supporters from Longford who ran the 2015 Paris Marathon and raised an amazing €3,000
for our work. We are also delighted to welcome Dr. Eva to Team ISPCA for the 2016 Vhi Women’s Mini Marathon.

Ways you can Support the ISPCA
There are so many ways you can support the ISPCA and the animals in our care, from donating to
taking part in, or organising events!
Some of the many ways you can support our work are:

Buy Online
You can shop for gifts for friends,
family and beloved pets on the
new ISPCA Shop Online!
The new Shop features beautiful
giftware for loved ones, as well as
exclusive Don Conroy cards which
make superb gifts for Mother’s
Day, Easter, birthdays and much
more! There is also a fabulous
range of toys and accessories for
pets to spoil the four-legged
members of your family.
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Run a marathon or fun run in aid of the ISPCA
In recent years we have had supporters
taking part in the Paris, London, Cork City,
Dublin City and New York City Marathons,
as well as cycling and challenge events.
Once you register for your event, visit our
website ispca.ie/marathons/ to sign up for
your ISPCA Marathon Pack!

Organise a coffee morning, table quiz,
or bag pack in aid of the ISPCA
You can ﬁnd more information about setting up your own
event on ispca.ie/fundraising _events/. ISPCA
fundraising team member Carole would be happy to take
your call to discuss your event on 043 33 25035 ext 3
or email fundraising@ispca.ie.

Pet bereavement card by Don Conroy, available online via
shop.ispca.ie exclusive to the ISPCA

Thank you for supporting the ISPCA 2016 Spring Rafﬂe!
The draw for the 2016 Spring rafﬂe took place in
the National Animal Centre on Wednesday 30th
March. We were thrilled with the generous
response to the rafﬂe from our supporters. We
would like to congratulate this year’s winners and
thank everyone for supporting the rafﬂe, which
raised much needed funds for our work.
1st prize
2nd prize
3rd Prize

€2,000
2 Night Hotel Break
Pet Hampers

Kevin Masterson
Jennifer Leech
Diana Stuart

Whichever way you choose to help the ISPCA, we want to thank you all so much for your support
and donations, we couldn’t do it without you! With your help we can continue to rescue, rehabilitate
and rehome animals in need across the country.
registered charity number CHY5619. CRA number 20008734
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Join Team ISPCA for the 2016
Vhi Women’s Mini Marathon!
Last year we had an amazing Team
ISPCA full of women running at
many different paces, for many
different reasons, but all for one
cause: to help animals in need
across the country that are
rescued,
rehabilitated
and
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responsibly rehomed by the
ISPCA. This year we are hoping for
an even bigger, stronger Team
ISPCA, and we need your help!
Registration for the Vhi Women’s
Mini Marathon opened on 17th

February 2016, and once you
register
you
can
visit
www.ispca.ie to order your
marathon pack! The race takes
place on Monday 6th June, and
we hope to see all our ladies
there!
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Happy Tails!

Emma and Arturo

Sophie

Lulu

Emma and Arturo were
adopted together from the
ISPCA, and are really enjoying
life in their loving new home.
They quickly found all the
cosy places in the house, and
Emma is happy to relax and
sleep much of the day. Arturo
is a typical, fun-loving kitten,
and loves his play time with
his family and with Emma too.
Congratulations to Emma,
Arturo, and their family!

Sophie went to a foster home
in October, and after two
months, her family could not
bear to say goodbye. Sophie
was adopted by her foster
family in December and spent
her ﬁrst Christmas at home
this year. She used to be a
shy dog, but has come into
her own and become a truly
happy and cheeky girl with
her loving family.

Sweet and quiet little Lulu
went off to a loving new
home and has settled in so
well since then. Her family
visited the ISPCA National
Animal Centre looking to
rehome a cat, but Lulu won
their hearts. We are so
pleased to see Lulu land on
all four paws, and wish her
and her family all the best
together!

registered charity number CHY5619. CRA number 20008734
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Happy Homes needed

Pepper & Clover

Ivana Clawyu

Buddy

Pepper and Clover are two of
the wonderful rabbits looking for
new homes at the ISPCA! All the
rabbits from the ISPCA are
highly socialised and handled
daily, as well as vaccinated and
neutered. Pepper, Clover and
their bunny pals are ready made
pets. Could you open your heart
to them?

Ivana is a beautiful, friendly Persian
cat who will be a great addition to
a loving home! Don’t let the name
fool you, Ivana loves to roll over and
show you her belly for extra pets,
and loves her daily grooming for
her lovely coat. We would love to
see Ivana and her daughter
Gingernut ﬁnd a home together
where they can get the second
chance they deserve. Could Ivana
be the one for you?

Buddy is a fabulous miniature
pony with a lovely character
looking for a new home. Buddy
loves his grooming, and being a
part of the daily routine at the
ISPCA Equine Rescue Centre. He
is a real favourite with the staff at
the Centre, and with his cheeky
personality is sure to win you over
too. Buddy is available from the
ISPCA Equine Rescue Centre, so
come and meet him!

Zeus
Zeus is a stunning young pup
waiting for his own loving home.
Zeus will grow to be a large dog, so
he will need ongoing obedience
training to help him grow into a
polite dog. He is so cute and clever
we’re sure it will be an absolute
pleasure to work with him. Zeus
could go to a home with another
dog for company, or on his own,
provided he gets plenty of
attention and exercise. Could Zeus
be your new best friend?

Can you give an animal a happy home?
Visit www.ispca.ie, call 043 33 25035
or email rehoming@ispca.ie for more information

ISPCA National Animal Centre
Derryglogher, Keenagh,
Co. Longford, N39X 257
T: 043 33 25035
E: info@ispca.ie
Visiting hours are
Wednesday to Sunday
inclusive
from 11:30am to 4pm daily
(closed Christmas Day and
New Year’s Day)
ISPCA Equine Rescue Centre
Dromsligo, Mallow,
Co. Cork
P51 YF98
T: 022 43218
E: mallow@ispca.ie
Visits by appointment only

If you believe an animal is being cruelly treated,
neglected or abused, please call our conﬁdential

1890 515 515

or visit
animal cruelty helpline on
www.ispca.ie to report cruelty online in conﬁdence.
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